
Ulysses, Joyce’s Time - Music for theatre, musical direc-
tor, composer and performer
Criptoportico Forense - Aosta, Italy

Astra - Music for theatre, composer and performer
Vertige Teatro - Chatillon, Italy

Pulverized, composer and producer
Over My Body - London, UK

Compulsion Fissure, composer and producer
Hide - Milan, Italy

Confined Space, composer and producer
Unizone - Prague, Czech Republic

URL_1, digital interactive sound installation
Hide Productions - Milan, Italy

Desktop Music, radio show (host)
Radio Raheem - Milan, Italy

Shared Soundscapes, sound installation
Chiasso Perduto - Florence, Italy

Remnants - Album, composer and producer
Hide Productions - Milan, Italy

Hide Devices Series - Max for live devices, programmer
Hide Productions - Milan, Italy

Rite - Album, composer and producer
False Industries Records - Berlin, Germany

Medea, Elettra - Music for theatre, composer 
Teatro del Mondo - Aosta, Italy

Frequent freelance work with the following Orchestras and 
ensembles: Orchestra Sinfonica LaVerdi (Milan), Orchestre de la 
Suisse Romande (Geneva), Ensemble Zefiro, Orchestra Filarmoni-
ca di Torino, Orchestra della Camerata Ducale (Vercelli), Ensemble 
Common Pulse.

Harmonie e Turquerie - Album recordimg, percussionist 
with Ensemble Zefiro - London, United Kingdom

Luca
Favaro

https://www.favaroluca.com/
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Master of  performance in percussion instruments
Conservatoire de la Vallée d’Aoste - Aosta, Italy

Master in orchestral percussions
Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia - Roma, Italy

Bachelor of  music in percussion instruments
Conservatorio G. Verdi - Turin, Italy

Talenti Musicali, scolarship granted by Fondazione CRT

Scholarship granted by Associazione Culturale DeSono
 
Talenti Musicali, scolarship granted by Fondazione CRT

https://www.favaroluca.com/
 

+39 340 746 7497
tumusictu@gmail.com

Piazza 4 Novembre, 11026
Pont-Saint-Martin (Ao)

Italy

Live performance with both acoustic and electronic instruments; 
Music production and sound design (Ableton Live); Programming 
(Max/MSP/Jitter); Sound engineer; Analog and digital mixing, re-
cording and editing; Scoring for video, theatre and ballet; Highly 
personable, effective cummunicator.

Italian (native); English (fluent); French (fluent).
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sound installations

Shared Soundscapes
A series of  sound and video installations realized in situ during an artistic residen-
cy at Chiasso Perduto, in Florence, during the month of  July 2020. All the material 
recorded in the city and in its surroundings was used to create a new acoustic 
space inside the gallery where the listener can explore and interact with sound. 
The exhibition was composed of  a two room hexaphonic installation, equip-
ped with condensers and contact microphones to amplify and elaborate sounds 
coming from the visitors, a video projection and two separated sound sources 
interacting with the bigger installation. The aim of  the experience is to eliminate 
the barriers between the composition and the listener and to foster the disco-
very of  sounds through experience, interaction and exploration of  the space.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MgKBm5PQHkk

Immerged is an interactive audio-visual composition that reflects on how the 
communication’s infrastructures have created a dense network of  electroma-
gnetic fields that is constantly around us, even if  we cannot perceive it. The 
intent of  this work is to provide visitors with a full spatial experience allowing 
them to see and hear this intricate net of  messages and signals. The core con-
cept of  the installation is a modular series of  blocks that visualizes audio ma-
terial from different electromagnetic fields recordings and gives the public the 
opportunity to interact with them using the electronic devices in their possession. 

https://vimeo.com/511481275

Immerged

URL_1 is an interactive digital sound installation. The composition is made 
of  9 different audio tracks encased in a program built with max/MSP. The 
enigmatic interface presents the user with a “choose your own adventure” so-
nic experience. The different tracks can be played/paused by simply exploring 
the screen and clicking on the visual and textual elements. The resulting pie-
ce of  music will depend on the journey of  every single user through the app.

https://vimeo.com/515764287

URL_1



theatre works

Music composed for a series of  18 different spectacles (with 9 different com-
panies) based on Joyce’s Ulysses and set in the suggestive Criptoportico Foren-
se (Aosta, IT). Every spectacle dissect and immerge itself  in a different part 
of  the book, may it be a single chapter, episode or even page. The music for 
each piece of  the series has been tailored to the company’s needs and inspi-
red by the themes of  each of  the book’s part (press, music, food, death, ecc.).

https://on.soundcloud.com/SLq3E

Ulysses, Joyce’s Time 1922 - 2022

Soundtrack for a wandering spectacle set in a the Castello Gamba’s museum. Dif-
ferent types of  arts (acting, playing, sound design) are summed together and 
used to create live performances, music compositions and sound installations.

https://on.soundcloud.com/tbMZr

Astra

A very intimate rendition of  Iside’s tale of  love, death and rebirth. To 
follow the dramaturgy of  the spectacle the music is made with small, 
DIY instruments, in the spirit of  music concrete and noise performan-
ces. This type of  sound creates a liminal space where small movemen-
ts and amplified clatter interact with a whispered story told in first person

https://on.soundcloud.com/DJ9TD

Come Iside



theatre works

A live electronics collaboration with percussionist Marco Giovinazzo. Using eth-
nic and DIY instruments, processed through various chains of  digital effects and 
mixing techniques, to recreate the feelings and sudden mood changes of  an older 
Medea reflecting on her life. 

https://on.soundcloud.com/XgSaz

Medea Fine Del Mondo

Elettra

A deconstructed and futuristic depiction of  the classic Greek myth, where 
Electra finds herself  trapped in a world she does not know. The music that ac-
company this spectacle range from slow, dark ambient tracks to experiments in 
noise, sound design and hyperpop ballads. Always maintaining a somber, lost and 
hopeless atmosphere.

https://on.soundcloud.com/jgd9w



musical works

Compulsion Fissure
Compulsion Fissure by T.U. is a meticulously layered sonic expression built 
on repetition and rhythmical approaches to sound design. The sound of  the 
whole EP has a very distinctive noisy and growling texture coming from a long 
feedback chain where the project’s samples get compressed, altered and ampli-
fied to enhance their nature before being arranged and intertwined with one 
another. Reiteration is at the center of  this EP as a way to constantly reinvent 
material without losing its original substance and as a mean to construct sonic 
narratives that do not require visual elements to tell a story to the listener.

https://hide.bandcamp.com/album/compulsion-fissure

Starting as a personal take on Erik Satie’s “Musique d’ameublement” the show 
aims at providing quality ambience music, revolving around sound design and 
evolving textures. Desktop Music airs every month on Radio Raheem (Milan) and 
each episode features an original, 1-hour long generative composition that stems 
from simple melodic ideas and loops to generate ever changing soundscapes. A 
sonic backdrop slowly leading the listener through mutating atmospheres and 
interesting timbres.

http://www.radioraheem.it/guest/desktop-music/

Desktop Music

Compulsion Fissure
A new percussive club work from Italian producer Capiuz, exploring a vast 
range of  tempos while keeping a centre around rhythmic workouts and ethnic 
influences. The ep spaces from slow driving dubs to faster dance breaks, paying 
homage to composer Iannis Xenakis and his rhythmically obsessive approach to 
composition. Tracks like Bancal or Le Style rely on slow yet relentless bass kicks 
and hypnotic atmospheres, while other cuts, such as Tam Tam or Peaux, present 
themselves as syncopated movements ready for the dancefloor. 

https://hide.bandcamp.com/album/compulsion-fissure



musical works

Solo album written and produced for the Milan based label Hide Productions. 
Remnants is a surgical and explorative research of  field recording and
musique concrète, where recorded sounds are dissected, dismantled and essentiali-
zed through digital sound processing. The skeletons left from this process are used 
as building blocks for the record. They assume new mutated forms, later assembled 
into stratifications of  enhanced subsonic material, granular particles and low growls.
Sounds are morphed into a new natural language, familiar yet distant, that gui-
des the listener through continuously evolving landscapes and pounding dila-
ted rhythms to discover what can be built with the remnants of  sound itself. 

https://soundcloud.com/tu_music/sets/remnants/s-OwULhwWSb4b

Remnants

Confined Space
Confined Space stems from the idea of  repurposing audio material from You-
Tube, in an artistic process that values quantity over quality. Random videos 
are selected using different key words and their audio is chopped and compres-
sed into the DAW to be used as compositional element. Often scrolling down 
to get the uploads with the least views, this process is both a reflection on the 
enormous quantity of  material that can be found online and an invitation to 
use and repurpose digital content in new artistic ways. What is inside the da-
tabase is not important, its size already make for an infinite output of  ideas. 
 
https://unizone.bandcamp.com/album/confined-space

In Tangles is a sonic portrait of  Mexico. The audio material for the project has been 
recorded over the arc ofa three weeks period between the city of  Puebla and the 
Yucatan peninsula. Very much like a photo book, the tracks of  the album paint a 
variety of  scenes, from everyday life in the city to naturalistic pictures, spacing from 
complex soundscapes to guided explorative experiences. Some of  the field recor-
dings are left intact, while others are manipulated at different degrees with various 
techniques, trying to paint a very personal and intimate picture of  the visited spots. 

This album is yet to be released, please DO NOT share the link 
https://soundcloud.com/tu_music/sets/in-tangles/s-kKivq

In Tangles

https://soundcloud.com/tu_music/sets/remnants/s-OwULhwWSb4b
https://soundcloud.com/tu_music/sets/in-tangles/s-kKivq%0D


musical works

Solo album written and produced for the Berlin based label False Industries; Rite 
is a project about hearing things differently. The core ideas of  the album have 
their roots in classical contemporary music. The compositions have the desire 
of  elevating the sound itself  as the protagonist of  the piece, shifting one’s atten-
tion from regular instruments to non-musical sounds. The seven tracks frame a 
place and a time in which different actions happen, with the main focus being 
to present sounds in the most interesting and fascinating way, highlighting the 
characteristics which intrigued the composer’s ears.

https://soundcloud.com/tu_music/sets/rite/s-tsS67

Rite

Shifting
With its minimal and rhythm focused atmospheres, Shifting takes on a clinical 
and experimental approach to the techniques of  rhythmic phasing and shifting. 
On a foundation of  straight forward techno-ish grooves, identical patterns are 
superimposed and displaced to create self-similar versions of  themselves and 
new, ever changing rhythmic combinations. A hypnotic, dance-focused release 
that uses rhythm as a ritualistic instrument.

https://capiuz.bandcamp.com/album/shifting

Pulverized EP encapsulates a sombre and hectic atmosphere. On Bling Ring, 
a simple reggaeton beat is turned into a slow and heavy pulsation topped with 
thematic rhythms and a little faster in its tempo.
Pulverized enters a more ritualistic soundscape with a steady, unrelenting pulse, 
distant drums and granulized samples.

https://overmybody.bandcamp.com/album/pulverized

Pulverized

https://soundcloud.com/tu_music/sets/rite/s-tsS67


programming works

LiveGrain
LiveGrain is a real-time audio granulator effect that features two independent 
buffers to record incoming audio and to play it back in a granular stream. Its 
structure allows for a wide array of  uses, from the generation of  short and rhyth-
mic delay feedbacks, cloud-like reverbs, up to intense audio manipulations. The 
device features 9 adjustable parameters that affect each individual grain (Delay, 
Rate, Duration, Amplitude, Pan, Envelope, Reverse, Pitch, Filter), as well as a 
global audio modulation set (Volume, Feedback rate and Dry/Wet control). Live 
Grain is the first HIDE device that incorporates other HIDE device macros (like 
NEXT and Simmer) to widen the modulation possibilities: a readapted NEXT 
macro allows to control Pitch variations with an internal sequencer, while a Sim-
mer macro allows to record parameter/dial automation directly, with only a few 
clicks.

https://h-4.digital/product/livegrain-hide-device-x04/

Liquid drums is a series of  ready-to-use drum components for Ableton Live. The 
ensemble is composed of  a Kickdrum, Snaredrum, Clap and HiHat. The purpo-
se of  these devices is to provide the user a ready to go drum synths with both 
an easy and intuitive interface and a wide array of  synthesis tools. Liquid Drums 
offers a quick and easy way to always find the right drum sound for every type of  
project. Each drum is equipped with fully controllable envelopes (both volume 
and pitch), different kinds of  FM modulation and a LFO section including some 
exclusive wavetables designed specifically for these devices.

https://h-4.digital/product/214/

Liquid Drums

Taking inspiration from Roads’ work, its key features are the masking capabili-
ties and the envelope modulation that allows the user to create movement and 
direction in the grain streams without having to draw automation or to manually 
turn dials. Masking is a typical feature of  pulsar synthesis and it refers to the abili-
ty of  muting certain grains inside the streams, either stochastically or with precise 
ratios and sequences. This technique results in a much larger palate of  timbres 
when used at higher speeds (shorter grains) or in interesting and unique rhythmic 
impulses at slower ones (longer grains).The modulation section of  Vela is built 
with the intent of  providing the user with a direct control on how the modula-
tions inside the device evolve over time. 

https://h-4.digital/product/vela-hide-device-x07/



ReTrig is a Max For Live device based on the concept of  random voltage trigge-
ring found in eurorack modules. Its purpose is to generate random and constantly 
changing patterns of  notes. It behaves similarly to an arpeggiator but, instead 
of  repeating notes in a sequence, the device holds and retriggers each incoming 
MIDI note separately at a random speed, creating a more complex rhythmic 
pattern. The device has a poly and a chord mode. Each note can also trigger new 
and randomly generated velocity, aftertouch, modwheel and pitch bend values.

https://h-4.digital/product/retrig-hide-device-x02/

Simmer is an automation looper that can be dropped anywhere on an audio ef-
fect chain. After being recorded, the movement of  each of  the four knobs starts 
looping. Every knob can be mapped to up to three different parameters in the 
liveset, with the possibility of  controlling their maximum and minimum value. 
The automations can be individually stored and recalled. The Sync button allows 
to start and stop the knobs along with Ableton tempo.

https://h-4.digital/product/simmer-2-0-hide-device-x01/

ReTrig

Simmer

programming works

Slivers is a performance oriented granular looper. The Max for Live device allows 
users to create complex and modulated sonic landscapes from a single audio 
sample. It uses the new Multi Channel Max/MSP feature to generate and control 
various property of  each single grain (rate, duration, pitch, ecc.). The device can 
read samples of  any length and vary the portion of  the sample being played over 
time thanks to its scan function.

https://h-4.digital/product/slivers-hide-device-x03/

Slivers

%0Dhttps://www.h-i-d-e.net/hds08-retrig/

